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Outline �

The missing upturn in the solar ν energy spectrum 
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Conclusions 

Introduction 

Hint of non-standard neutrino interactions (NSI)? 
 
Results of a quantitative analysis  



         The solar neutrino problem 

We need a mechanism providing: 
 

 I) Pee < 1 (flavor conversion)    
II) Pee (E) (peculiar energy dependence) 
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MSW effect provides both features   

NC CC 

all ν flavors have the 
same NC interactions 

         νe in addition has  
          CC interactions 
               with electrons 

                
    Energy difference described by the potential: 

   V = √2 GF Ne(x) 
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Electron number density 
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 But where is the MSW upturn?  !"#$%&'()*%+,"-&!)%5+5$#&F%"=$=+#+*<&
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Do this anomalous behavior point towards new physics? 
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NSI term(s) 

ONSI
αβ ∼ νανβff

One interesting possibility:  
Non-standard neutrino interactions (NSI)  

Standard interaction terms 

 NSI described  
by an effective  
four-fermion 
 operator 

(α,β) = e, µ, τ

f ≡ (e, u, d)

NC CC NC 
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νe

νµ

ντ



 = H




νe

νµ

ντ





H = Hkin + H
std
dyn + H

NSI
dyn

  

V(x) =
√

2GF Ne(x)

Evolution in the flavor basis: 

H contains three terms: 

Kinematics  

Standard  
dynamics  

Non-standard 
dynamics  

H
std
dyn = diag(V, 0, 0)

(HNSI
dyn )αβ =

√
2 GF Nf (x)�αβ

3-flavor evolution in the presence of NSI 

Hkin = UKU
† K =

1

2E
diag(0, δm2,∆m2)

U = R23R̃13R12
{
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H
STD
dyn =

√
2GFNe(x)

�
c
2
13 0
0 0

�

H
NSI
dyn =

√
2GFNf (x)

�
�� �
� 0

�

θ13 induces small effect 

only solar splitting and  
 one mixing angle θ = θ12  

ε and ε‘ are effective  
parameters related to 

the fundamental couplings 

Pee = c4
13P

eff
ee + s4

13

Reduction to an effective two flavor problem   

One-mass-scale dominance (          ) 
approx. allows to simplify the problem 

∆m2 →∞

H
STD
kin =

�
cθ sθ

−sθ cθ

��
0 0
0 δm

2

��
cθ −sθ

sθ cθ

�

δm2

∆m2
� 3× 10−2

�� � εee − 0.5(εµµ + εττ ) + εµτ
� � 0.7(εeµ − εeτ )

{  We will focus on the  
   off-diag perturbations ε   

s213 � 0.024
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cos 2θm =
cos 2θ − v�

(cos 2θ − v)2 + (sin 2θ + 2�v)2

Pee =
1

2
+

1

2
cos 2θ cos 2θmSurvival probability 

Mixing angle in matter 

Solution of the two flavor problem 
In the region of interest the propagation is adiabatic: 

conversion depends only on production and detection points  

~ vacuum ~ sun center 

cos 2θ � 0.4E ∼ few MeV δm2 � 7.6× 10−5eV2

v = v(x) =
2V (x)E

δm2
� 1.53× 10−7

�
δm2

E

MeV

eV2

�−1� Ne(x)

mol/cm3

�
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replacement implies that the 3! case is not a simple mapping
of the 2! case, and requires specific calculations for any

given value of " .
We conclude this section by recovering some familiar ex-

pressions for Pee , as special cases of Eq. #12$. The JS limit
(Lmat /Losc→0, with complete suppression of oscillations in-

side matter$ corresponds to P!!c%
2!P" and to negligible

&! , & " . Then, neglecting also &R , one gets from Eq. #12$
the standard ‘‘vacuum oscillation formula,’’

P
ee

JS!1!sin22% sin2#'L/Losc$. #18$

In the MSW limit (L/Losc→(), the global oscillation phase
) is very large and cos )!0 on average. Furthermore, assum-
ing for P! a well-known approximation in terms of the

‘‘crossing’’ probability Pc between mass eigenstates in mat-

ter *in our notation, P!! sin2%
m

0
Pc"cos

2%
m

0 (1!Pc), with

%
m

0 calculated at the production point+, one gets from Eq.

#12$ and for daytime (P" #c%
2 ) the so-called Parke formula

*22+:

P
ee , day
MSW !

1

2
"" 1

2
!Pc# cos 2% cos 2%

m

0 . #19$

III. NUMERICAL TECHNIQUES

In general, numerical calculations of the ! transition am-
plitudes must take into account the detailed Ne profile along

the neutrino trajectory, both in the Sun and in the Earth.

Concerning the Sun, we take Ne from *23+ #‘‘year 2000’’
standard solar model$. Figure 1 shows such Ne profile as a

function of the normalized radius r/R! , together with its

exponential approximation *1+ Ne#N
e

0exp(!r/r0), with N
e

0

#245 mol/cm3 and r0#R!/10.54. For the exponential den-

sity profile, the neutrino evolution equations can be solved

analytically *8–11+. In order to calculate the relevant prob-
ability P! and the phase )! , we have developed several

computer programs which evolve numerically the familiar

MSW neutrino evolution equations *3+ along the Sun radius,
for generic production points, and for any given value of

&m2/E!*10!10,10!7+ eV2/MeV and of tan2% . We esti-
mate a numerical #fractional$ accuracy of our results better
than 10!4, as derived by several independent checks. As a

first test, we integrate numerically the MSW equations both

in their usual complex form #2 real"2 imaginary compo-
nents$ and in their Bloch form involving three real ampli-

tudes *24+, obtaining the same results. We have then repeated
the calculations with different integration routines taken

from several computer libraries, and found no significant dif-

ferences among the outputs. We have optionally considered,

besides the exact Ne profile, also the exponential profile,

which allows a further comparison of the numerical integra-

tion of the MSW equations with their analytical solutions, as

worked out in *10,11+ in terms of hypergeometric functions
#that we have implemented in an independent code$. Also in
this case, no difference is found between the output of the

different codes.

Concerning the calculation of the quantities P" and ) " in

the Earth, we evolve analytically the MSW equations at any

given nadir angle , , using the technique described in *25+,
which is based on a five-step biquadratic approximation of

the density profile from the preliminary reference Earth

model #PREM$ *26+ and on a first-order perturbative expan-
sion of the neutrino evolution operator. Such analytical tech-

nique provides results very close to a full numerical evolu-

tion of the neutrino amplitudes, the differences being smaller

than those induced by uncertainties in Ne *25+. In particular,
we have checked that, for &m2/E-10!7 eV2/MeV, such

differences are $10!3. In conclusion, we are confident in

the accuracy of our results, which are discussed in the fol-

lowing sections.

IV. MATTER EFFECTS IN THE SUN

Figure 2 shows, in the mass-mixing plane and for stan-

dard solar model density, isolines of the difference c%
2!P!

#solid curves$, which becomes zero in the just-so oscillation
limit of very small &m2/E . The isolines shape reminds the

‘‘lower corner’’ of the more familiar MSW triangle *22+.
Also shown are isolines of constant resonance radius

R res /R! #dotted curves$, defined by the MSW resonance

condition Losc /Lmat(R res)#cos 2%. The values of c%
2!P!

are already sizable #a few percent$ at &m2/E.10!9, and

increase for increasing &m2/E and for large mixing * tan2%
.O(1)+ , especially in the first octant, where the MSW reso-

nance can occur. The difference between matter effects in the

first and in the second octant can lead to observable modifi-

cations of the allowed regions in fits to the data *19+, and to
a possible discrimination between the cases %%'/4 and %
&'/4 *17,19+.

FIG. 1. Radial profile of the electron density in the Sun from the

standard solar model #solid line$, together with its exponential ap-
proximation #dashed line$.

QUASIVACUUM SOLAR NEUTRINO OSCILLATIONS PHYSICAL REVIEW D 62 113004
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Fig. 2. Neutrino potential V =
√

2 G F Ne as a function of the normalized radius in the Sun. Also shown are the
radial production regions for 8B, 7Be, and pp solar neutrinos (in arbitrary vertical scale). The curves refer to the
Bahcall–Serenelli 2005 standard solar model.

energy profiles of corresponding solar νe fluxes (in arbitrary vertical scale). The value of Pee
decreases from its vacuum value (1 − 0.5 sin2 2θ12) to its matter-dominated value (∼ sin2 θ12)

as the energy increases. The vacuum–matter transition is faster for neutrinos produced in the
inner regions of the Sun. In Fig. 3 we also show the small difference between day (D) and night
(N) curves, due to matter effects in the Earth4 (calculated, for definiteness, at the SNO latitude).
The vacuum–matter transition is slightly slower during the night, due to the Earth regeneration
effect (see [106] and references therein). Within current energy thresholds and experimental
uncertainties, the vacuum–matter transition and the Earth regeneration effects have not been yet
observed in the SK [14] and SNO [17] time–energy spectra. Nevertheless, as we shall see later,
matter effects in the Sun must definitely occur to explain the data.

Let us consider now the impact of KamLAND data. For typical LMA parameters, reactor
ν̄e’s are expected to have a relatively large oscillation amplitude (sin2 2θ12), as well as a
sizable oscillation phase [δm2 L/4E ∼ O(1)] over long baselines (L ∼ O(102) km). The ν̄e
disappearance signal observed in KamLAND [19,20] has not only confirmed the solar LMA
solution but has greatly reduced its δm2 range [20,17], by observing a strong distortion in the
energy spectrum [20]. Fig. 4 shows the mass-mixing parameter regions separately allowed by

4 The treatment of Earth matter effects in the present work is the same as in [105] but with eight density shells [94].

Solar ν production zones and Ne(x) 

v(x = 0.04) � 0.18
E

MeV
8B νs 

Ne ~ 102 mol/cm3 

x = R/Rsun ~ 0.04 {



v = cos 2θ

v = − sin 2θ

2�
v = − sin 2θ

�

1 3 0 

sin2 θ

2 v = 

11 

  Negative values of ε induce sizable modifications  
      mostly in the intermediate energy region 

In these two points Pee is identical to the standard case  

Behavior of Pee in the presence of NSI   

minimum 
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marginalized away all the other parameters. Allowing for
!13 > 0, the analysis still indicates a preference for the new
effects at the 1:5" level. The future reactor searches [34]
will provide a measurement of !13 unaffected by (standard
and nonstandard) dynamical effects. Therefore, their

negative (positive) result, will slightly favor (disfavor)
the NSI hypothesis discussed here.

V. CONCLUSIONS

We have shown that the latest solar neutrino data (in
combination with KamLAND) favor the presence of non-
standard dynamical terms in the MSW Hamiltonian at a
nonnegligible statistical level, thus hinting at new neutrino
interactions. We have shown how such an indication, al-
ready present with lower statistical significance in the older
data [27,35], is now enhanced by the anomalous spectral
behavior observed in three experiments. We stress that the
indication we have discussed is indirect, and it may be
confused with other possible sources of anomalous spectral
distortions, as those induced by conversions into new
sterile neutrino states [36]. Therefore, the identification
of the correct subleading effect (if any) will need further
corroboration not only from new indispensable low-energy
solar neutrino measurements, but also from all the remain-
ing neutrino phenomenology.
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3-flavor numerical analysis with NSI   

A weak preference for non-zero NSI emerges   
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Is this preference related to the spectrum?   

A.P,  PRD 83, 101701 (2011) (Rapid Communications) 

� = −0.16

�eτ = +0.23

for interaction 
with d-quark  

( )

Best fit solution with NSI has a reduced upturn as needed 

Best fit 
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Pee = c0 + c1 (E-E0) + c2 (E-E0)2 

Solar 8B expts. have max. sensitivity around E0 = 10 MeV  

We can parameterize Pee(E) as a second order polynomial 

It is then possible to: 
 

1) Extract the coefficients from the combination of all the 
   experiments sensitive to the 8B neutrinos. 

2) Check where a given theor. model (standard MSW,+NSI) 
   “lives” in the space of the coefficients ci’s. 

Quantitative assessment 
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Constraints on [c1,c2] 

NSI gains a Δχ2 ~ -2.0 from better description of the spectrum 

A.P,  PRD 83, 101701 (2011) (Rapid Communications)  



Conclusions�

- The solar neutrino energy spectrum presents an anomaly: 
   the upturn predicted by standard MSW is not observed 
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- Non-standard neutrino interactions (NSI) can alter     
   the Pee behavior in the intermediate energy region 
   and thus are good candidates to solve the anomaly �

- New low-energy data are needed to settle the issue �

- A quantitative analysis shows that NSI with strength    
   0.2 GF are preferred as they flatten the spectrum �


